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"Companies that master how to apply
their data are creating the most wealth.
5 of the top 10 Fortune 500 companies
are platform firms. Data management
and data analytics will be one of the
most important services, and at a top
function, leading to the success of
next-generation companies."
-Peter Bendor-Samuel, Forbes
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Analytics as a Service is a bundled business intelligence offering that accelerates an
organization’s analytics efforts. It typically combines a number of business-facing and
technical services into a single capability that can be rolled out across multiple business
units, use cases, or individual projects.
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Analytics-as-a-Service allows an organization to augment
its existing analytics capabilities by embedding a bundled,
3rd party service into their data operations. The Analyticsas-a-Service combines software, full data lifecycle
support and best practices in a single, customizable
package.
From a business perspective, this service helps to align
the organization’s data initiatives with it's business
objectives. It helps both business and IT departments
collaborate and allows business users to obtain greater
access and visibility into available data assets.
From a technical perspective, it includes software and
services for data warehousing, data engineering (ETL),
dashboarding and reporting, along with services for
predictive analytics, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine
learning (ML). The offering should also provision the use
of a central, flexible data platform that supports multiple
deployment scenarios.
By outsourcing Analytics-as-a-Service, organizations can
instantly augment its analytics capabilities and kickoff
additional initiatives that require data-driven insights.
Working with an analytics service allows the organization
to focus more of its efforts on delivering higher quality
products and services to its customers.

NEXT:
Why Businesses Are Opting for
Analytics Services in 2021
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Businesses are prioritizing data-driven decision-making as a means to keep pace with
their competitors and the market. While a difficult enough challenge, factors like the
pandemic, increased global competitiveness, and the collective focus on digital
transformation have all accelerated the demand for higher quality insight. The teams
responsible for creating this insight face immense pressure to keep up with the
increasing demand.
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Data and analytics teams are faced with a number of
challenges when it comes to delivering timely and
contextual insight:
Growing Complexity: As IT infrastructure migrates to
the cloud and as new development practices are
implemented (Agile; micro-services, etc.), the ability to
extract data from this environment becomes increasingly
complex and difficult.
Increasing Data Volume: Organizations are collecting
more data than ever yet the percentage of this data
used for analysis is extremely low
(McKinsey reports this to be as low as 1%*). The
challenge lies in the fact that the volume and variety of
data is continuing to grow. This growth puts greater
pressure on the ability to generate insight.
Limited Resources: Organizations increasingly rely on
specialized skills for data engineering, data modeling and
data sciences. The demand for these skills has never
been higher, making it difficult to staff these positions.

*Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinseydigital/our-insights/straight-talk-about-big-data

International Data
Corporation (IDC) has
estimated that the
total amount of data
created worldwide is
expected to grow by
163 zettabytes by
2025, with the amount
subject to data
analysis to grow by a
factor of 50.
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Why Analytics-as-a-Service?
In the same way that companies shifted resources to the
cloud, companies are now shifting to outsourced
analytics services. By doing so they direct more of their
energy (and budget) into core business efforts which
ultimately help them to compete. Leveraging an
outsourced analytics service allows them to focus on
what they do best and not on the day-to-day of data
operations.
In 2021, the organizations that begin the process of
outsourcing analytics efforts will find themselves better
suited to focus on process improvement and other valueadd activities.
This trend will continue in the coming years, with the
analytics-as-a-service (AaaS) market expected to grow
to $101.29 billion by 2026, according to Verified Market
Research.*

NEXT:
Determining If Outsourcing Analytics Is
Right For Your Organization

*Source: https://www.verifiedmarketresearch.com/product/globalanalytics-as-a-service-market-size-and-forecast-to-2025/

According to Verified
Market Research, the
analytics-as-a-service
(AaaS) market is
expected to grow to
$101.29 billion by
2026.
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Can an organization outsource the development and
implementation of analytics? The answer is a resounding
yes, and there are a number of factors that will indicate
whether an organization should consider making the
switch.
However, it's important to remember that not every
business uses data in the same way. To determine if it is
sensible to outsource this type of work the organization
should consider if any of the following are true:
"Are any of the efforts supporting data and analytics
repetitive in nature?"
The effort to procure and process data is often the same
across multiple use cases. In this context, it is likely that
some of this work can be considered a commodity
activity and therefore can be outsourced to a 3rd party,
managed analytics service.
"Are you investing a great deal of time towards this
effort?"
Over the course of a year, thousands of person-hours
are spent gathering, collecting, preparing and analyzing
data. Some of this effort will be put to good use. Some
will lead to a dead end.
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By providing a mix of technology and expertise, a
managed analytics service can speed up the process of
gathering and organizing data, returning countless hours
of valuable time that can be better spent on move-theneedle projects.
The organization can tap into a great wealth of
knowledge and experience instantly. In addition, the
service has likely perfected deploying analytics using a
combination of best practices and best-of-breed
solutions. It creates the perfect opportunity to navigate
away from clunky, slow processes and into faster, more
modern approaches.
"Are we finding it difficult to make use of the data that
we collect - much less turn it into actionable, impactful
insight?"
The most impactful insights are often generated from
patterns and relationships that naturally exist within an
organization's data. However, these patterns and
relationships will be largely hidden from view if the bulk
of a company's data is not connected or linked. If there is
no real transparency into how the different parts of the
business interrelate it becomes incredibly difficult to
recognize the kinds of patterns and relationships that
can drive a business forward.

Managed Analytics
Services can speed up
the process of
gathering and
organizing data,
returning countless
hours of valuable time
back to employees
that can be better
spent on move-theneedle projects.
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Does the organization rely on outdated technology?
Most organizations rely on older technologies like the
spreadsheet or the relational database to collect and
analyze data. The move to the cloud has increased
scalability but much of the underlying data structure
(rows and columns) hasn't changed. If the organization
continues to solve the same problems with the same set
of tools the business will stagnate.
An effective managed analytics service will bring to the
equation the appropriate set of tools for the job.
A simple example is the Graph database. The Graph
database is very different from traditional databases in
that it stores data as relationships versus saving data as
records in a table (in the way a spreadsheet does). By
storing data as a graph, the organization can capture
and analyze the relationships between people, process
and technology that make the organization tick.
There is tremendous value in technologies such as the
Graph database and yet organizations often lack these
type of tools. This is where a managed analytics service
can help.
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So what analytics capabilities should
organizations keep in-house?
There are three analytics capabilities that must be kept
in-house:
Overall data strategy
The definition of key performance indicators
An understanding of data lineage
The organization's analytics team should be free to
focus on the data strategy required to meet the
organization's current objectives. It should be less
focused on what is needed to procure, prep, store and
manage data. Data strategy needs to evolve which
requires the appropriate amount of time and attention.
As the organization's objectives evolve so does the key
performance indicators required to track progress. The
analytics center of excellence needs to own the
definition of these metrics.
Lastly, it is very important to make sure that the data
used by the organization is credible. A lapse in credibility
greatly undermines the credibility of the analytics center
of excellence. Tracking data lineage (the source and
consumption of data) therefore remains critical.
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By 2021, organizations that provision an
augmented data catalog to data consumers
will realize 3x faster ROI from their data and
analytics investments.

By 2022, 70% of organizations will track
data quality levels via metrics, increasing
data quality by 60% to significantly reduce
operational risks & costs.

By 2023, more than 33% of large
organizations will have analysts practicing
decision intelligence, including decision
modeling.

By 2023, 30% of organizations will exceed
data and analytics ROI by governing the
least amount of data that matters most to
their strategic goals.

NEXT:
Common Challenges Faced by Internal
Analytics Teams
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The global pandemic, increased global competitiveness, and the focus on digital
transformation has placed a great deal of pressure on teams to rapidly deliver impactful
analytical insight. With these forces at play, businesses should consider changing tactics if
they see backlogs growing and internal customer satisfaction declining.
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Worldwide IT spending is projected to total $3.9 trillion in
2021, an increase of 6.2% from 2020, according to the
latest forecast by Gartner, Inc. An increasingly larger
portion of this spend going toward cloud-based
applications and services.
While shifting dependency to the cloud is a sensible
move, the elephant in the room is the stubborn presence
of legacy systems and the complex web of processes
and procedures.
Internal analytics teams often struggle with very
complex internal processes and older, slower
technology. This creates roadblocks and inhibits
innovation and responsiveness.
Worse yet, these teams often struggle with the notion
that an organization's analytics should not be
outsourced - that this work is deemed too critical to the
business to be placed in the hands of a third party.
However, when compared to the challenges that internal
teams are faced with the value begins to outweigh the
perceived risks. There are a number of common
challenges across most industries that internal analytics
teams face which could put outsourcing into a positive
light.

Worldwide IT
spending is projected
to total $3.9 trillion in
2021, an increase of
6.2% from 2020.
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1

Skill Gaps
Developing an internal team with the required set of skills can be very
difficult. World-class analysts are in high demand and the market is
seeing an acute shortage of available talent.
60 percent of businesses believe it is harder to source talent for data
and analytics positions than for any other roles.
Even those with self-described "comprehensive" teams are unlikely to
collectively accommodate the needs of the modern organization and
rapidly changing requirements.

2

Growing Backlogs
The constant and increasing demand for analytics-based insight
generates a growing backlog of unmet deliverables. Internal teams
are often unable to keep up with an increasing number of analytics
requests and deadlines.
It can take days, weeks, or even months to accommodate individual
data requests. By the time the request can be addressed the
opportunity may have completely passed.
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3

Scaling Data, Not People
Organizations and analytics teams have collectively adopted
platforms that are capable of scaling data and data processing
through services like AWS, Snowflake, Google Cloud, and the like but have yet to find ways to scale the subject matter expertise
required to produce insight and information.

4

Architecture Complexity
Data and analytics architectures are littered with individual tools and
platforms, creating a lack of cohesive architecture and causing an
undue complexity that is incredibly difficult to navigate and manage.

5

Bespoke Data Pipelines
Direct data pipelines complicate the issue. They are often
implemented for a specific use case or need with little to no reuse.
Over time they create a dense web of data movement which is
difficult to change or troubleshoot.
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6

Blending Datasets
System-generated data often needs to be blended with people and
process-based data to create contextual insight for decision-making.
This means that relevant datasets need to be matched together. This
matching or blending process is often a manual effort and continually
proves difficult for many in-house teams.

7

Lack of Feedback
Feedback mechanisms to improve data are not often implemented as
part of a continuous improvement (CI) effort as most data
architectures do not support this capability.
This means both processes and teams aren't adapting and improving
as they go - an unsustainable approach to take.
As data processing continuous to increase in volume and complexity,
the organization must address quality control issues along the way or
face a constant up-hill battle.

NEXT:
Advantages of Outsourcing
Analytics in 2021
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There are significant benefits to outsourcing an organizations analytics capabilities as part
of an analytics center of excellence practice. These benefits include:
Lower Costs

Results and Deployment

Increased Scale

Specialty and Experience

Faster Delivery

Freedom to Focus
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1

Lower Costs
Arguably the most significant benefit of outsourcing analytics is the
reduction in cost. By taking advantage of an Analytics-as-a-Service
through a qualified managed service provider (MSP), companies can
access highly specialized, highly seasoned resources at a much lower
cost than hiring and maintaining a similar skillset in-house.
Beyond saving money on labor costs, there are other opportunities to
lower costs. For example, the MSP could provide its own licenses
(BYOL) for software and analytics technology and even embed in it's
price the potential for fixed hosting costs.
The complete, turn-key offering would provide an appealing,
forecastable option versus the unknown, ever increasing cloud and
analytics fees the business pays each month.
The ability to offset costs through value-added analytics is also a
realistic endeavor. In many cases the service pays for itself by
creating opportunities for the business to implement cost-saving
measures unearthed as part of the managed analytics practice.
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2

Increased Scale
Cloud-based infrastructure scalability is now a feature in just about
every modern application. No longer do infrastructure engineers have
to toil with servers in server rooms in order to ensure failover and
performance.
The cloud now does this work for us. However, the move to the cloud
does not scale people resources. Cloud infrastructure makes systems
run better but the caveat is increased demand in specialized skills.
A managed service provider can step in and provide the organization
with the ability to scale people resources as needed. This ensures the
necessary skills and tools are always available upfront that are best
suited to complete each individual project.
The ability to scale to temporarily fill skill gaps is an effective
approach that many companies can benefit from, as many are feeling
the effects of these gaps in their internal efforts.
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3

Faster Delivery
The typical in-house analytics team is dealing with a growing backlog
of requests, a multitude of internal priorities and a growing number of
use cases which require their support. As this workload increases so
does their backlog of work. It is not unusual for months to pass
before a request for data is responded to.
By outsourcing the analytics work to a dedicated team the
organization is better equipped to address this growing backlog and
can ensure that projects are delivered within far faster timeframes
and overall response time improves.

4

Improved Results
Experienced analytics teams operate by leveraging agile
methodologies and understand that a change in scope is a
natural pattern of the development process.
To operate in this manner requires the use of modern
tactics and strategies. The managed analytics provider can
bring to the equation a solid history of addressing scope
change and the tactics necessary to account for this in
order to drive results.
Since constant change is to be expected the mindset needs
to change and an MSP can provide this shift.
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For example, instead of a long, waterfall approach that requires a
tremendous upfront investment in design and requirements gathering,
the MSP can help the organization focus on smaller outcomes. The
result is a succession of quick wins.
By outsourcing analytics, the organization benefits from a resultsdriven approach. This is because the service provider must continue
to prove their worth by delivering timely and accurate results on a
continuous basis.

5

Speciality & Experience
Managed service providers in the analytics marketspace differentiate
themselves based on the skills, experience and strategy they bring to
the equation. These organizations are quite adept at applying
innovative approaches and new technologies to drive organization's
forward.
Often in-house efforts are reliant on the backgrounds of a few key
individuals who are typically too busy to increase their skills and
learnings in other areas. The result is that things are done the way
they have always been done and the organization becomes stuck in
neutral.
By outsourcing, the organization gains instant access to a wealth of
experience across a multitude of industries and backgrounds.
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6

Freedom to Focus
The analytics lifecycle is often a complex, multi-step effort. Data
needs to be sourced, prepped, modeled, stored and analyzed and this
effort is often undertaken by data specialists. As organizations evolve,
they either understaff or overstaff this effort. In either case, the effort
is pointed away from the core competencies of the business. By
outsourcing, the organization has the freedom to focus on what is
critical to the business and can direct greater effort in this direction
versus directing precious resources towards the nuances of data
management.

NEXT:
Why Process Tempo?
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WHY PROCESS TEMPO?

Process Tempo is a hybrid cloud, data management & analytics platform
that enables people, processes, and technologies to seamlessly work together.
The platform supports a secure, governed, scalable, and high-performance
environment for analysts and data scientists while also serving as the
foundation to deliver insights to all employees. It helps to deliver markedly fast,
actionable, and accurate insights, and it's versatility and flexibility allows
businesses to maximize the use of data, whatever the opportunity.

Highlights:
Cloud, hybrid-cloud, on-premise deployment flexibility
Easy to use, quick to deploy
Supports automation of data processing from start to finish
Integrates with popular platforms such as Salesforce, Postgres, MS SQL,
Power BI, Splunk, Tableau, and more
Features include built-in A.I. and M.L., Integrated Search & Discovery,
Dashboard Builder, and much more

An easy-to-use, browserbased frontend that supports
non-technical users

Personalized, collaborative data
environments to empower teams
and their unique projects

Contextual search, like a
Google™ for your business

Manage security and entitlement
from a central administrative console

Immediate access to data
without bureaucratic delay

Out-of-the-box solutions to create
instant insights

No code approach enables rapid
deployment and rapid results
Extreme scalability and
performance along with greater
design flexibility
Capture, store and blend data in a
single, high performance platform
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Analytics as a Service from Process Tempo is an
analytics solution that helps your entire team make
intelligent and profitable decisions by leveraging your
data without a heavy, upfront investment. By choosing
an efficient, fast, and cost-effective path to insights, we
can help you beat your competitors in today’s datadriven, competitive digital economy.
Through our service, our customers are quickly and
easily maximizing the value of their data through our
turn-key, customizable approach that is upgrading
existing analytics efforts instantly.
We provide a rapid return on investment and a low-risk
alternative to building and maintaining the same
analytics capability in-house.
Benefits:
Predictable invoicing
Augmented existing analytics capabilities
Significantly reduced IT/Analytics backlogs
Access to world-class data experts
Complete, end-to-end data processing support
Architecture and design expertise
Dashboarding and reporting

NEXT:
Use Cases
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Data Monetization
Process Tempo provides the perfect platform for organizations attempting to monetize their data assets. The
platform offers a simple, browser-based interface designed for non-technologists which helps increase end user
adoption and therefore increase the revenue potential. Process Tempo also provides a multi-tenant capability
allowing for controlled access to information.

Infrastructure Analytics
As cloud and hybrid-cloud environments increase in complexity it becomes more and more difficult to manage
and maintain this environment. Infrastructure analytics helps organizations keep track of this environment by
bringing multiple datasets together to create a map of the systems and applications the organization relies on. In
doing so, the team responsible for managing this environment can minimize downtime and detect problems
before they occur.

Customer 360°
Customer 360° is the ability to understand every facet of a specific customer's journey so that the organization
can adopt a personalized approach addressed to their specific needs. A high degree of personalization helps to
keep customers happy. The challenge is that customer data can be found in a multitude of systems and bringing
this data together can be a challenge. This is where Process Tempo excels helping organizations to map this data
together to create a single, composite view of each customer.

Mergers & Acquisitions
Whether it’s for pre-merger analysis or post-merger planning, analytics as a service can help move organizations
forward with confidence. Process Tempo can help with system consolidation, process mapping, asset inventory,
people planning and much more.

Clinical Trials
Establish clinical data repositories that can reduce costs, alleviate trial delays, and improve operations by expertly
categorizing critical areas such as specialty, experience, and performance. Provide on-demand, online database
access, pre-built reporting and analysis, custom reporting and analysis, and peer reviews - all under a single
platform.

Education Intelligence
A fast and cost-effective approach to creating composite views of student data. Help assure higher student
success rates and develop effective and personalized learning pathways.

PROCESS TEMPO INC.
1931 CORDOVA RD
UNIT #2021
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
WEBSITE: WWW.PROCESSTEMPO.COM
EMAIL: INFO@PROCESSTEMPO.COM
SCHEDULE A DEMO:
CALENDLY.COM/PROCESSTEMPO
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